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All teachers are little worried than students do at night. For them, the main thing is that they are
fresh and cheerful without delays on the first pair.

The rest of the time, free from study, they can do everything that will consider it necessary. If the
students of the university stroll the first pairs or sleep in the backs, without absorbing the fully
passed material, the patience of the teacher is not enough for a long time.

First, the estimates will be rapidly decline, then you can take place without scholarships, and then fly
away from the list of students in the university.

If the student's life appear problems or valid causes of the first pairs of absenteeism, discuss them
are required with teachers in a purely individual order.

When a student of a university explains the reason for his morning disadvantage and increased
drowsiness is argued, the teacher can enter the position and "make a discount". However, such
cases are exceptional, and the decision of the teacher is difficult to predict.

How to distribute your time to a student?
If a student of the university chose for himself active nights, it is important to understand that the
student energy is not enough for a long time. It is important to competently distribute your free time,
find in the tight schedule "MINOT" for a full rest and sleep.

In addition, it is required to properly arrange priorities - study, full sleep, entertainment from the soul.
Be sure to act in this order, otherwise the student's performance will soon decrease dramatically.

When a student at night leads an active lifestyle, he must relax and have fun so that in the morning
without delays to appear on the couple, while have a prepared homework and a cheerful
appearance, indicating the readiness of "granite science."

Otherwise, you can get a lot of discontent before the teacher's side, which will begin to behave in
relation to the student more picky.

General recommendations student
Night time is the free time of the student who he can boldly dispose of at its discretion. It is important
to understand that after night the morning comes when you need to wake up and go to the couples
for knowledge.

If a student is working at night, then during the day there should be time to sleep for several hours.
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Otherwise, serious diseases are developing in the body, often associated with the instability of the
emotional sphere, increased nervousness.

When a student instead of sleep walks all night long, while he is fond of alcoholic beverages, such a
way of life benefits him is clearly not suitable. First, performance will fall, then personal problems
and misunderstanding with teachers will arise.

Will the night lifestyle is recommended for the weekend. It is very useful, especially after a severe
labor week and strong workload. It is necessary to morally relax and relax so that on Monday with a
bright head again sitting on studying.

Conclusion: Each self-sufficient student independently chooses an exciting occupation for the
coming night. The main thing is not to forget about studies, timely fulfillment of homework and
categoricness of strict teachers of the university.


